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sep studio nxt previews your file, along with any exported separations in a preview screen, frame by frame, saving many manual steps, and saving up to 30-40% of the time to get your artwork looking the way you want. sep studio nxt print-previews just about anything you can do in
illustrator/photoshop/gimp/coreldraw. best of all, you can preview or print your separations from any host application. designed by a screen printer for screen printers, sep studio nxt lets you spend less time printing and more time designing. so if you are planning to use inkseps, you will definitely save
money compared to other software. however, you will have to spend more money to use a program like separation studio. some programs, such as coreldraw, have tools to make color separation, however, the quality of the separations are somewhat limited in comparison to using separation studio.

youll be able to make more mistakes when separating colors manually, which will cost you time and money. mac os x users are encouraged to try simpleseps, which is a free separation software with a fairly good track record. however, its not ideal because of its usability. its not suitable for individuals
and companies who are just starting out because of its limited features. also, its not compatible with non-apple operating systems, such as windows xp or windows vista. the best and one of the most advanced open source software is called spot separation studio, which is made by mip software. sps also

has a free edition and is free to download from the spotcomposer website . it is widely used and is powerful. its also got great image quality. its compatible with mac os x as well as linux operating systems. its pretty compatible, so it should run fine on most computers. its also free to use, so it can be
used as a trial as well.
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